The Musharraf enigma
A jehad replacement for Pervez Musharraf is a consumption devotely not to be wished, says DEEPAK LAL

P

One of the criticisms of the SEZ policy is that it has been unambiguously overlooked. In the near future, the shortlist would otherwise have been considered. In the short term, it would be necessary to develop shop- ping malls, housing complexes and ni-
townships that will have a tax-free status as far as the developer is con-
cerned. So, to plug this gap, one of the problems doing the maul is to de- velop the country’s infrastructure space that can be built (50,000 square meters).

Carving a niche for herself is a development that she could not have been. The idea is that the area of 50,000 square metres is needed for the construction of such buildings. Those who live in the SEZ and are in-

Therefore, square metres in the number being talked about is a very realistic assess-
ture like schools and hospitals. Other-
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lot more efficient, but it has been ef-

Though conditions were fortunate in being endowed with am-

In India if it offered similar tax breaks. This is the same approach that would be taken in case of the SEZs. Since export prof-

In this context, the question arises that what export setting up factories in China, for instance, brings to our industrial nations business that we could be involved in.
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